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In a booming industry, with the market value of 5 billions US dollars, projected to

grow to approximately 7 billions by 2020, Dating is one of the most extensive and

still-growing online industries, but user experience remains poor due to two main

deficiencies in currently available platforms.

The first deficiency lies in the current game theoretic tactics, the rules to which

users must adhere in order to achieve dating success: bad incentives have left the

dating game with a severe attention imbalance and have resulted in issues such as

poor messaging behavior, fake accounts, and misuse of personal data. The second

deficiency lies in poor user-matching algorithms, which result in low levels of

success in finding and connecting with a potential partner.
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DatEat employs a queueing system built upon distributed ledger technology and

includes novel features to maximize user trust. This document sets out in detail both

the current issues faced by online dating platforms and DatEat’s solution, which

includes its innovative system of incentives, its use of machine learning algorithms,

and its use of blockchain to deliver a high level of user satisfaction.

Understand these issues, DatEat came up with an unique concept of combining the

best of Dating and other entertaining industries to create a blockchain powered

platform that help people to find their perfect dates through great places with great

appetties. Our tokens verifications help validate user credentials, to help solve the

often first awkward moments of meet up, to help dates find the best places on an

affordable prices.
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Men and women face numerous challenges in their journey of finding love and

sustaining their relationships. Singles risk being victims of love scams due to the

lack of identity verification, experience online dating fatigue and could be exploited

by some unethical dating services, especially where there is a big culture barrier in

meeting strangers. On the other hand, couples face difficulty in sustaining their

marriages, exacerbated by uncertainty on where to seek help and which advice to

follow. Many are also reluctant to share their problems due to concerns of privacy

and stigma.
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We aim to develop a decentralized autonomous dating platform which use the

latest artificial intelligence, blockchain technology, cryptocurrency and trustless

smart contracts to create a powerful and lifelong relationship-building

environment for people around the world.

Our system is designed to help achieve the following objectives:

1. Smartest and most Effective A.I. Advisor and Assistant for Dating and

Relationships

2. The Go-to Marketplace for Dating and Relationship. To achieve the

objectives, DatEat is equipped with several core capabilities of dating. The

world’s first ever dating platform to combine between appetite and dating,

creating great filters for users.

▪ A.I. Engine - Provides highly personalized matching and discreet

relationship advices which evolves according to the user’s relationship

status by employing A.I. with personalised machine learning engine and

natural language empathy

▪ Blockchain Technology - Protects users through Real-ID Verification

with visual recognition technology, facilitates trustless and efficient

transactions with DatEat Wallet and Hedged Escrow System

▪ Marketplace - Provides timely recommendations to address the user’s

needs for goods and services, offers strong community support with

quality content and advice that addresses user’s enquiry and allows

customization of DatEat core services on 3rd party platforms We build

the DTE token to have strong utility that help users to easily handle

payments.
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▪ Besides just the DatEat app, the DTE token will be integrated with our

existing ecosystem of 2 apps, 1 website and offline services (integrated

3rd party Merchants/Partners) so that DTE tokens can used by its owners

almost immediately and with decent scale upon its launch.

3. The core utilities of DTE Tokens are:

▪ Payment Transactions – DTE token can be used for payment for goods

and services in the 10 platforms in our ecosystem and with plans to

expand into other partners’ ecosystems/platforms as well.

▪ Advertising to Growing User-base - Merchants/Experts would also

buy DTE tokens to advertise the growing database, presenting another

strong source of utility besides the transactional utility.

▪ Community Token - Users can ask the community questions and upon

great content, responses or ideas given, a reward of DTE tokens will be

given. Rewards will also be given for referring new users or merchants

who spend on DatEat as a thank you for helping grow the platform. The

DTE token is instrumental in building up interactivity and growth traction

in the DatEat community who will be encouraged and rewarded by

providing great content to benefit other users and which the DatEat

engine can learn from, providing the growing data that DatEat can grow

better and more accurate from. DatEat is driven by a group of proven

passionate and dedicated entrepreneurs who are convicted to create

better lifetime relationships.
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Together, the team has combined more than 50 years of experience in the dating

and matchmaking industry.. We believe DatEat will revolutionize and disrupt the

world’s dating and relationship industry as it can successfully address and resolve

the pain points and challenges that singles and couples are facing today.

Risks Online dating is based on the exchange of personal information. In this

context the amount of detail provided in an online profile is positively correlated

with the chance of creating a successful match.
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MVP development finished

Target Launch Beta version 2.0 in May 2018

Fast Monetization with Token integration and usage in our 2

native dating apps for iOS and Android, 1 website and offline

services in 5 countries ( Singapore, Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam,

Cambodia)

Utility is achieved by transactions by users, advertising by

merchants and rewards given by or to the community

Tokens can be exchanged, used as a gift between members

A small % of the transaction is burnt away after each transaction

DTE TOKEN

ERC 20 Token - 40% of Total Supply,

Limited to a total of 500 million tokens

Bonus tokens are calculated based on the exchange rate at the

point of purchase or the end of Token Sale, whichever is higher

Soft Cap: US$ 3 million Hard Cap: US$ 23 million

Public Sale targeted on June 5th 2018

End of campaign’s exchange rates determine if cap is achieved

Over 15 years’ strong track record in the industry

Team tokens vested with 30% in first year and 70% in 2nd year

Global Advisors, founders and team members

Community based of 1 million active users
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Starting base of 100 million users to build user base and community

from existing apps, platforms and services participating as

Merchants/Partners from the start

Over 4500+ datasets - 1.1 billion data points for training

Smart AI Driven Marketplace for Dating and Relationships,

automatically calculate scores based on user data

Fast and intelligent matching based on face recognition technology,

semantic and morphological analysis of dialogues and personal

preferences

Our virtual assistant will be built based on smart chat bot

system that gather from billions of data points

Secure data storage, privacy and end-to-end encryption in chats
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The population is growing everyday means that people needs are increasing. While life

is affected by lots of factors such as family, friends, jobs, stress, money, fame, etc. there

is one thing that seems to get lost: LOVE. People are losing the concept and definition of

love by chasing after things that they desperately want. The fact that being SINGLE is

becoming a trend of young people is the sign that love is needed more than ever. In this

globalization era, traditional dating is no longer enough, it is required a larger scope and

a faster way to connect people around the world, and that is when dating services were

born.

First of all, what is dating? The Dating Services market is divided into three service

categories:

▪ Matchmaking for the

search of life partners

▪ Matchmaking portals

and apps that use

mathematical algorithms

to generate matches

▪ Apps and portals to

flirt, chat or fall in love

▪ Apps and portals that

create matches based

on users location

▪ Apps and portals that

create matches based

on simple demographic

criteria

▪ Apps and portals focused

on noncommittal erotic

adventures

▪ Infidelity-based online

dating service to enter

into extra-relational

affairs
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According to Statista reports, total revenue of the dating systems will reach 5.1

billion US dollars by the end of 2018, and keep growing rapidly in the next five

years. Matchmaking is currently the leading category among the three but Online

Dating is the fastest-growing one
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The rapid growth of Dating Services around the world can be explained by growing

popularity of online dating due to the needs of young people looking to meet and

connect with new people rather than finding lasting connections and relationships.

With internet penetration, dating apps is now developed on smart devices like

smartphones and smartwatches rather than desktop versions or dating portals only.

It is also expected to converge with social networks to establish a more relaxed

atmosphere for users without the pressures of finding a partner.
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However, Matchmaking is the world’s most profitable segment with the highest

average revenue per user (ARPU), followed by Casual Dating.
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It is forecasted that the total users of dating services will amount up to 700 million

in 2022, with most users prefer Online Dating.
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In 2022, the forecast below shows a range of different scenarios in each part of 

the world. While Matchmaking will still be the world’s most profitable segment, 

Online Dating has the largest user base in most parts of the worlds apart from 

APAC.
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With hundreds of different

dating apps existing on the

internet, only a few are really

running and welcomed by users

around the world. These apps

have to not only meet people

needs, their expectations but

also answer the question about

privacy and security.
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Besides Dating Services, DatEat is embedded with many other functions from other

markets which have the total revenue amounts to 27.93 trillion US dollars such as:

▪ Food and Beverage: US$88,803 million

▪ Shopping: US$24.86 trillion

▪ Travel: US$739,219 million

▪ Entertainment: US$2,150 billion

▪ Event: US$33,734 million

▪ Advertising: US$51,304 million

These functions provide our users with several options and diverse opportunities to

develop their relationships.
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In our ever-changing world where life is so dynamic, there are so many problems

exist without any solution yet. It seems like dating services is currently focused on

the mass market where developers try to attract as many users as possible or meet

million of interests and expectation at the same time but forgot the unsolved

problems such as hidden payments, necessary subscriptions, low quality of profiles,

large number of fake accounts, low search relevance results or most importantly –

weak cyber security.

DatEat was developed 2 years ago as a traditional dating app. However, with the

goal of making the world a better place, DatEat is changing its concept to help

solving society’s problems.

GARY KREMEN - Co-founder of Match.com

“There are bad sides to everything but I

think, for the most part, online dating is

one of those things that is really solving

one of society's problems “
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DatEat is now developed based on the Blockchain technology combined with our

dating expertise to establish a transparent and security environment for users

around the world. With the fallout from the 2015 Ashley Madison hack continuing

to play out along with lots of cyberattacks in the last few years, the world needs

higher security systems and technologies in order to protect user privacies.

Therefore, Blockchain was developed the most effective solution by far and is

now a trend in this technology era. With just a humble revenue of 210.2 million

US dollars in 2016, Blockchain is now booming and in 5 years time, it is expected

to blow up with nearly 2.4 billion US dollars revenue in 2021.
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Before blockchain, there were many limitations that made business transactions became

inefficient, expensive, and vulnerable

Blockchain is an operating system just like Microsoft Windows or MacOS. It is a shared

ledger that can be used to record any transaction and track the movement of any asset

whether tangible, intangible, or digital. Using blockchain, businesses will get many

benefits such as time savings, cost savings, tighter security, enhanced privacy,

improved auditability and increased operational efficiency.

REAL-ID VERIFICATION: DatEat is integrated with the face and voice recognition

and verification system which can verify that the person is really who they said they

are.

CUSTOMER LOYALTY PLATFORM: DatEat is built based on the customer loyalty

program with DatEat Token is a way to reward the users and encourage them to have

good behaviors and stay loyal.
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DTE Token: Our own cryptocurrency which will used by all investors, merchants, and

users across DatEat platform.

DATEAT E-WALLET: A secure place for users to transfer and spend their digital assets

such as DTE Tokens, vouchers and coupons from merchants and other

cryptocurrencies.

HEDGED ESCROW SYSTEM: To ensure all transaction are carried out in a trustless

and automatic manner, DatEat will be entirely decentralized with Ethereum Smart

Contracts and Hedged Escrow System, which allow users to secure the total value of a

service in the hedged contract and only release it when the service is completed.
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According to Alan Turing – the Founding father of AI “AI is the science and

engineering of making intelligent machines, especially intelligent computer programs”.

Systems with AI engine will have the ability to plan, reason and learn, sense and build

some kind of perception of knowledge and communicate in natural language.

PERSONALITY SCORING & MATCHING: With the neural network learning, DatEat

will be able to adapt and analyze user’s personality and interests in order to find better

match as well as giving better advices and recommendations.

NATURAL LANGUAGE EMPATHY: DatEat platform will be able to understand user’s

feelings and perspectives by combining the natural language processing (NLP) in order

to provide relevant actions.

RECOMMENDATION ADVISORY ENGINE: DatEat system will have the ability to

understand the needs and interests of its users in order to recommend or show

suggestions about places, activities, create plans, etc., or even help users with

conversations such as how to reply, what should user say next, etc.
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Deals and Vouchers: DatEat will cooperate with more than 10,000 merchants around

the world to provide users with the best experiences and save costs for every activities

(Restaurants, Event, Hotel, Tour, etc.)

Crowd Platform: DatEat is designed as a user-friendly platform, which means that

everyone can use our app.

Offline Services: Apart from our online platform and activities, DatEat will organize

offline event to help shorten the distance between our users and provide opportunities

for people to meet and connect.

Community Support: Our team is here to help on a 24/7 basis. With professional

and well-trained members of staff, we are still developing and improving to help with

every problems users might have.
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The population of the world just passed 7.6 billion with the growth rate 1.21

percent in 2018. Asia has the busiest population of over 4.5 billion people;

Africa with over 1.2 billion; Europe has roughly 750 million; Latin America and

the Caribbean with about 652 million people; Northern America has nearly 364

million and Oceania with only 41 million people (Worldometers, 2018).

World Population by Region (Worldometers, 2018)
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After thoroughly analyzing the global market of Dating services, DatEat has

specified its targets in order to provide the best and on-point services for each

market.

14 YEARS OLD 40 YEARS OLD

We target the age from 14 years old to 40 years old, students, workers,

professionals, etc. Our app is user-friendly so that anyone and everyone can use it.

SINGAPORE SEA APAC GLOBAL

DatEat’s headquarter based in Singapore as this will be our first target market. By

August 2018, DatEat is expected to reach at least 500,000 users in this market.

From there, DatEat will be expanded into the Southeast Asia markets and expected

to reach 1.2 million users by the end of 2018.

By June 2019, DatEat will reach around 5 million users in Asia Pacific region, and 6

months after that, we will be globalized with 30 million users worldwide.
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Thousands of vouchers and deals available for

DatEat users.

DatEat is up-and-running!!!!

Our beta app has already been releasing for 

both iOS and Android users.

DatEat is not just about dating, we embedded

with several different functions such as Eat,

Travel, Concert, Hotel, etc. to bring the best

experiences to our users.

Recommendation 
Advisory Engine

You don’t know what to say next in a

conversation? We are here to help! Our AI

engine will show suggestions on conversations

and activities to help shorten the distance

between users.

Voucher
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5000 DTEs

Robert

Bella

Our Mentor team includes

experts and professionals who

can give you the best advices

and recommendation to make

life less stress and happier.

DatEat has three level of

membership: Silver – Gold –

Diamond, which will give users

the authority to access more

functions of DatEat.

DTE Token is transferable

between users. All transactions

are transparent but encrypted

on the decentralized Blockchain

platform of DatEat.

MentorUser
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We connect with many non-government and non-profit organizations to provide

people-in-need with supports both physical and mental. These organizations with

their expertise and financial capabilities will be able to support people with financial

difficulties, stresses, etc.

We are proud to provide a transparent environment using Blockchain technology,

along with our instant responses to every enquiries on our platform. Our confidence

comes from the fact that we are the only platform that integrated a wide range of

products and services that cover almost every aspect of life. No matter what

problem our users may face, they will be able to find a solution, or at least an advice

from our experts.

NGOs and NPOs will be able to give out DTE Token as a way of support just like any

other currencies. Besides the advantage of not having any currency barriers, DTE

will also be much more transparent and traceable on our platform.

Apart from our partnerships with worldwide NGOs and NPOs, DatEat proudly

presents our own DatEat Foundation called “DeFound”

DeFound was built on our vision of supporting people-in-need in time. We strongly

believe that people, no matter where they are from, how they look like or what they

are, deserve equal opportunities.

DeFound is our own way of saying Thank You to the society, to people who have

always believe and support us.

DatEat is here not only to change the way people go on a date or meet others, we

are here to change people lives and make the world a better place.
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5%
5%

10%

10%

30%

40%

Team 

Operating 
Expenses

Marketing

Staffing and 
Development

Legal and Finance

Advisors Incentives

40% of DTE (or 200.000.000 tokens) Created during the contribution period will

be allocated to the public contributors during

crowd sale event

8% of DTE (or 40.000.000 tokens) Will be used for bounty or bonus reward.

12% of DTE (or 60.000.000 tokens) Is reserved for insiders (founders, staffs…)

and will be locked in a smart contract with a

12 months vesting period

30% of DTE (or 150.000.000 tokens) Is reserved for the platform being

distributed annually at 15% in 2 years

10% of DTE (or 50.000.000 tokens)

Is reserved for Corporate social responsibility

fund called DeFound and will be locked in a

smart contract for 6 months.

Notice:

1. No token creation, minting or mining after the end of the ICO period. All unsold

tokens will be burned.

2. If the soft cap is not reached, funds will be returned to the participants.

3. Upon reaching the hard cap, the ICO will end immediately.
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The DatEat Token (DTE) is compliant with ERC20 Token Standard. Although, the benefits

of ERC223 standard are clear as we can reduce the accidental tokens transfers directly to

the smart contract address, however we also recognize the disadvantage of new standard

that has not be adopted in large areas. Moreover, ERC20 standard is now the most

popular one that could help us to be widely compatible with all other Ethereum based

tokens. Therefore, using the common standard empowers our customers the rights to use

the current well-developed infrastructure in crypto market.

DTE 
TOKE

N

DTE CORE 
LAYER

DTE 
DATING 
ENGINE

DTE AI 
ENGINE

MENTORS

DTE 
VIRTUAL 

ASSISTANT

DTE 
WALLET

To support the fairness and wide distribution of the DTE as this token will be used in

global range by enormous amount of people, the total supply is 500,000,000 DTEs. The

DTE creation rate begin with 0.06 USD per DTE and will be projected to change to USD

0.15 USD per DTE in the final stage of fundraising timeline.

During the ICO crowd sale event, 200 million DTEs will be sold to the public. We are

aiming to raise 3 million US dollars (our soft cap) which is going to support the cost of

platform development, marketing and promote the adoption of DTE in around the world.

The ICO sales will last until the total raised fund achieve 23 million US dollars (our hard

cap) in cash or equivalent of cryptocurrencies.
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To say thank you for your support, we offer 50 DTEs for the new registered users in

our ICO website. The welcome bonus will be available on your account when you

successfully registered. To avoid a large number of tokens concentrated in the hands

of a few token holders and also reduce operating expenses, we kindly ask investors to

invest a minimum of 1000 DETs and a maximum of 500,000 DTEs.

In the ICO rounds (not include the Private Sales and pre-ICO), investors will

automatically get bonus of 5% for their successful investment

After Pre-ICO, investor (with minimum investment of 500 DTEs) is qualified to refer

other ones. Bonus 5% for referrer over the referee’s token transactions.

To express our gratitude for your trust in our platform, we offer the big investors

three packages (only for ICO rounds)

All bonus will be allocated as an added number of tokens and not counted as the price

reducing. One investor will have rights to claim the added tokens by more than one

bonus if they are qualified.

Total DTE Token Bonus

More than 100 000 5%

More than 200 000 8%

More than 300 000 10%
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info@dateat.io

DTE Token – Global:
https://t.me/dteglobal

DTE Token Announcement:
https://t.me/DTEofficial

https://medium.com/@dateat

dateat.holdings

DatEat Holdings

dateat.io

DatEat Official

@DatEatOfficial
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